
NEW UNIFORM COMPANY FOR 2017
www.teamclothing.co/woodlands.html

With the massive expansion of our club every season we have decided to set up an online shop through a new company. 
Our uniform design will be exactly the same but we can now add some merchandise products that
members can also order. A new and exciting expansion to the club that we can build in the future!

This will eliminate so much of the work involved with our current set up from initial ordering, selecting available uniform 
numbers and the handling of payments. All ordering and payments will be made through their website.

So the club will no longer have to receive your payments on your orders All orders are delivered to the club so they will 
still need to be organised to be collected at the moment. Below is some step by step information on how the new ordering 

system will work. If you still have any questions please contact the club: uniforms@warriosbasketball.com.au

THE UNIFORMS TAB WILL HAVE 3 OPTIONS TO CHOOSE FROM:
CURRENT PLAYERS
Steps to follow to order a new uniform
1. Choose Gender
2. Fill out all fields required.
Enter current Jersey number to reorder same number. (Your number will not be 
available in the new player ordering screen). This will be confirmed with the club so 
no clash occurs. 
NEW PLAYERS
Steps to follow to order a new uniform
1. Choose Gender and year of birth
2. Fill out all fields required.
Kids Sizing Charts will appear when you go to make orders. 
2005 & 2004 will also include Adult sizing Charts. If you order from a younger age 
group and require bigger size chart either check with the club or the company itself.

ADDITIONAL MERCHANDISE
We have added a few initial items 
of merchandise. If there is some-
thing you would like to suggest, fill 
out the suggestion box section

UNIFORM NUMBER SELECTION
Year of birth appears as all uniform numbers are now organised in year of 
birth to avoid clashes in that age group. Once it is ordered it will be re-
moved so it cannot be ordered by another player. If you are part of a team 
with players born over multiple years, please first confirm with the team 
manager that it will not clash with any other team members.
Players born 2010 and younger will only be given the option to choose the 
reversible uniforms, yellow for boys and pink for girls.

NEW TEAMS
This is set up for a brand new team so the Team Manager can input 
all the listed players details. (Up to 14 players).
This will streamline the whole ordering process between placing 
orders with the club, collecting payments and making sure all orders 
have been paid. Individual parents who are listed in a new team order 
will be followed up to make sure all uniforms are ordered in time.

TEAM YEAR OF BIRTH
(if you have a player in a different age group first check with the club 
that is won’t be a clash number.
1. Team Manger to enter their details
    The club will also be notified if a new team has submitted an team order)
2. Enter all the Player details
Then follow instructions through to final step.
All individual players will be notified to confirm their orders. If there are any 
outstanding orders when it needs to be sent, the club and Team Manger will be 
notified to follow up.

ADDITIONAL MERCHANDISE
We have added a few initial items 
of merchandise. If there is some-
thing you would like to suggest, fill 
out the suggestion box section

As this is new to the club there may be a few issues or questions to begin with. So hopefully it is a big step forward 
for the club. You can either contact the club if you have any questions: uniforms@warriorsbasketball.com.au

Or the company directly if you have questions regarding their side of the ordering process.


